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ABSTRACT 

A LANDSAT-based classification of peatlands in a nin * 
north of New Liskeard, Ontario is described pe"iands ln a .nine-township area 
were evaluated: the Forest Ecosystem c,t' f .fetation classif ications 
Clev Belt, the Ontario W^Ln^ ̂  ^ ^cT LT *J f N°rth"n 
Survey (ELS) vegetation classification system *' *" Ec°lo§ical 

Precise X^^^Z^l^^ J£\££» ̂  allowed 
transfer of training area, to the LANDSAT av L ° J T2T^ 
imagery (LANDSAT 3, May 1978 and IAHDSat 9 a fy monitor. Two seasons of 
the combination of two sLnals allZll h ^ f 6> "'^ integrated, and 
ted communities. ThI s autocorrei^ ^scnmination of closely rela-
confusion tables suggested that "" ** training-area classification-
related to vegeta y lu" """ W6re' f°r the 

acceptably extrapolated JUjS or tne VSZ types and 

ested OWC and ELS types. Unmerchantable forested *™ nC -
classifications were 402 acceptably extrapolated. Utt" tW° 

:sef2Si ,r atr^die ra£ rr 
neuf cantons situe au nord de New Liskeard Sntf-io Tr foire couvrant 
de la vegetation ont «§te evaluee, ■ l „ t °' Trois ^ossifications 
forestiers (FEC) etablie oour if , classification des ecosystemes 

les zones-

mai 197S, et Landsat 2, aoQt 



*i n mf He confusion des zones-Schantillons, les erreurs de 

des segments de continuum sur les plans de "Py q 

i m,'nan(.o, les types pour lesquels on obtient aes vdueu » . > ■ 
dominantes. ^e^ L.y^c= p - , n nnm- la confusion devraient etre 

ion. 
I'll S If Fif i 
reexa^ines en vue d'une combinaiscn ou d'une 

etre identifies de facon precise dans 

SHli ^ I'ELSL sy sfor^ des deux dernieres 
tlons ont'et^ extrapoles de facon acceptable dans 

I'ELS^'L sy sfor^ti^s non 
'^ f eptable dans ,0. des cas. 
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INTRODUCTION 

by nujLi™S tleZlZl ^onr J" ^^ Md ■"""*• 
life managers, naturalists oarI ™ conservationists, waterfowl and wild-
munity plLe s ^ «*"""?. P -ners, peat extractors, com! 
access to imagelanaJysisj ^ "has timula^ ' ^ LANDSAT *»»•* and 
of using these tools for we land ™f "imuJated ™««ch into the possibility 

report describes a ^^^^L^^V^^9' ̂,!»«»t 
examine the potential for ri««^f^^ , ken in the sumer of 1983 to 
compare conventional g oun -t"t^ ng§and SSt 'Tff Vegetati°n •«- " 
supervised LANDSAT classification axr-photo analysis techniques with 

(MSS) 

may be most useful in extensive wildland areas as 
ereo air-photo interpretation "=■--"'-*- ? 

inventory? it ll^^l l^S^l 
of detail without an excessive al fo lJ ^[^^ ̂  h 
photographs) and field work (Nyc and Bro p ,j8U? 3S aerial 
Ontario that have used LANDSAT information Include ! SL ,Pe^land studies in 
LANDSAT 2 imagery (Boissonneau and JegZ mHn T^" an3lySiS °f 
the Hicks Township area northwest of TimmTns in 'thH tl 7 "f5 Conducted *» 
concluded that although wetland iJTI ^ Northern Clay Section; 

of 

by supervised 

Bay Lowland, and emphasized the vossLbiHt/Tf ■ J extensive Hudson 
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tory (Pala 1982, 1984; Riley 1987). 

Many of the UANPSAT peatland studies in On.aricJ^va^plo^ the 

Ontario Wetland Classification (OWC) ^e^ f ̂  reviewed recently by 
peatland site classification for ore ^^°ell LANDSAT MSS images can 
Jeglum (1985). The present r.port aval ^ of vegetation classification, 

Ecological Land Survey (ELS) classification (Anon. 

Figure 1 

STUDY AREA 

area, with app.o.i.ate pple ji 

mapJeAy means of LANDSAT extrapolation. 
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The Haileybury Clav Pi ■ 
Timi.kaming vaU 

above 4.5. 
I* f 

Occasional silt f 

the ^eat^aLis^TL^e^^s 
pockets of Laurentian tree species 
«8««ion. These pockets occur ^i 
tact a minor component of the veeetation 
boreal. Peatland communities are hb 

Lake 

""■" 

' * 

" 

of 

°f ™^rstorey 
ng and are, in 

°f "hlch *• 

METHODS 

Field 

later i 
and 

" were 

i 

were collected for all 
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were "ifMuS^LS.^" °* 

cm and 20-40 cm. 

Low-altitude Photos 

"3 s 

the quality of these photographs. 

Classification 
Types for 

adaptability and i^«pretabiUty with ^NDSAT ^ domin 
et al. 1974) is a system based on the ph, g y spectrum - bogs, fens, 
tation. It encompasses the whole of the J m o£ classification 
swamps and marshes. The FEC (Jones et ^J^ Sectiln< which is located to 
o£ the merchantable forest of ^e frther y noristics only and 
the north of the current ""dy area. ^ n-fgr swamps and treed fens 
the wetlands that it ^ompassesar^ p^imar 7 ^ ^ ̂  

(Jeglum et al. 1974). Hence, the cam ti which is f lorist^ally 
not be used, strictly speaking f^ ^/^^included in the FEC data set. 
richer and encompasses 7P« J of the two areas, and to indicate where 

in 

A third classification ELS,7s also utilized -^^ 

dependent evaluation of the ^1J^°1^D^rln8 recent multidisciplinary 
classification systems ELS waB "'".^ ln eastern Canada (Anon. 1982a; 
work done on biophysical land las - ion ^ ^ £l 
footnote 2). This system was devloped to p Q ciassify air photos 
coding system with a hierarchy designed spec is7based ^ ̂  physi omy 

down to the level of *»£. "^ifth. 'fgher scales, as with the OWC, and of 
Si^i*^1^^ 2 -hhi5th £ OWC and the FEC. 

JM-—J and 

n usig agery Vo 

For. serv., Sault Ste. Mane, Ont. 

cation using landsat imagery Vol. 
Mne 
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vegetational physiognomy and le J"? definit"^ and from similarity 
s of percent cover) . ln the E L "tS (" determined from otlI 

- indicated by uPPer.case LJSrf^S^S ̂ IT* ̂  °f -Station 
classes are used in this study: capping code. The following main 

T - Forest-class Vegetation. These aro 
more tree cover that provide*^ TT StandS °f trees- »*ti 
hi.... . iJxuviaes dense shade nn n,D ,....,_j ^, 

tew 

•W" - Woodland-class Vegetation. . , . 
- ^ 25 to 602. Tvn,>=i,,, :f: ®fe open cover of 25 to 602. Typically the\-P ' 7 ^rotten stands with tree 

an abundance of light-demanding herbs"' y Shmb/saPlinS cover and/or 

"P" - Parkland-class Vegetation. These stands 
lichens, herbaceous plants or dwa f v i 3rS tiominated by bryophytes 
cover of trees that are scattered bm' ™.ii accompanied by io to 
ly very few tall 

"S" - Scrub-class Vegetation, All sites wihh w, 
tall shrubs as the dominant s at™ wth °f "* 1° 
assigned to this class. "aturn, with fewer than 102 trees, are 

classified1 
New Liskeard because the extensive cW ^^"s. This was possible at 
ANDSAT signals that differed y ^ JJ ^f sites ™.mft9d in 
lands. The use of two seasons of JndSaI 7J °k the m°Stly treed P«t-
the undrained upland sites from th^ wetlandf' eL' """-the 8eP««ion of 
which uplands were covered with £Orm SS\*,I I! T* 4" °ther areas- ^ 
peatlands, revealed that it is neces a' to f ? I™* doininant «P«ie» as on 
station classification and LANDSAT tralni^ Upl&ndS in both the veg-
useful level of discrimination ^V^T^T^ "^ " ̂  

iL\1s;L^r;^^^r^ ^^^^ around the 
were delimited and coded with the full ELS 7 ' S^ the lar«er 
terrain and t fl T that incld d 
were delimited and coded with the full ELS 7 ' S^ the lar«er stand^ 
terrain and water codes. Where reourfl hT that includes drainage, 
classified by means of the Wa"t"S it'i^d"1Onal trainillg "eas we§r 
IS 84°-SCale — P—graphs^at ̂ ^Tl^T ̂  

(Anon. 

training and analysis "he final ^f1"8 'yP6S ""^ the 
tfpes an, equiMlents to the T^^TXZl?^ ££ 



of LANDSAT Data 

,££S5?sS££a£ 
digital form, that «P«"»"d | °Uf ^,band 6 (0.7-0.8 M*>, and band 7 
hand 4 (0.5-0.6 pm), band 5 (0.6 D./ H*W- provided a total of eight 

(0.B-l.l ,m). The over a, images ^^/sets'employed were LANDSAT 2 
values for each pixel (Table 2). in imaaery from 21 May 1978. The two 
imagery from 30 August 197 »J L*^AT 3 imagery ^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ gy J ^ ^ ̂  

££ rrrt^^for^rtr^erl-e^iniversal Transverse Mercator (UTH) 

-522 

2B°:it£"tta aid rf : dl 
"Hipad dig-izer" by Bausch and Lorn.). 

After completing the training phase the ^^^ 
tor each mapping type that was composed of he means an 
of signals from each o the four ban each ^ ^ ̂  ̂  ̂ ^ 
When raining was completed an autocor a si&nature-by-signature 

f ll mapping type w P«du«d; d in 
When raining w p a si&nature-bysignatu 

tares of all mapping type w P«du«d; identical signatures and in-
comparison, with the value 0 •<> "£^rences (Table 2) . (When AU is 0.5, 
creasing numbers representing greate differences (T J ^ ^^ 

there is about 502 similarity; for AU - 1.0. 

about 102.) 

ing to the populations J^ 

The results of the classifications .ay ££g 

n,onitor, "-T-J^tS:'"^ S dtS j:^™.^ tnat enables th. 
Applicon ink-jet plotter. ?™J ™" fomat with latitude and longitude 
ApPlicon system to print: a L^ " ̂ atiofof features by characteristics 
reference points UTM grid ^eS' area coverage and proportional repre^ 
and symbols, and a legend Jhat includes ar s Qducedi generally 

sentation of each theme. A c0^r""mp°Sr^e^e of the LANDSAT image bands. 
£TSS2StS r^TtJri such as for navigation in 
a plane or helicopter. 

Ciassification-confusion t.bl.. were also generate, for 

type signature file. Th.s --^^^^ ̂^correlation exercise and the 
SfSf^^-r of the U ̂ Z types. 
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Table 

LANDSAT 

map type ELS cover type 
-^ ■ ii—— 

SCRUB TYPES 

Su Speckled Alder Scrub 

Sb Dwarf Birch Scrub 

Sd 'na' Mixed Broadleaf Scrub 

SI 'na1 Tamarack Scrub 

Sv 'na' Black Spruce-Alder-
Herb Rich Scrub 

Sp 'na' Shrubby Cinquefoil 
Scrub 

PARKLAND TYPES 

pl Tamarack Parkland 

Pxc 'na' px: Mixed Parkland 

Pc: Cedar Parkland 

WOODLAND AND FOREST TYPES 

WcF 'na' We: Cedar Woodland 

Fc: Cedar Forest 

OWC site type 

Speckled Alder Thicket 
Swamp 

Glandular Birch Thicket 
Swamp 

Willow/Alder Thicket 
Swamp 

Tamarack/Speckled Alder 
Conifer Swamp 

Black Spruce/Speckled 
Alder Conifer Swamp 

Shrubby Cinquefoil 

Low Shrub Fen 

Tamarack/Sphagnum 
Treed Fen 

Willow/Alder Thicket 
Swamp 

Willow/Alder Thicket 
Swamp 

White Cedar Conifer 
Swamp 

White Cedar Conifer 

Swamp 

not included 

not included 

not included 

0G13 

0G13 

not included 

0G13 

0G13 

0G13 

0G13 

0G13 

(cont'd) 



OWC site type 
LANDSAT 

map type ELS cover type 

WOODLAND AND FOREST TYPES (concl.) 

We: Black Spruce - Black Spruce-Tamarack 
Tamarack Woodland Conifer Swamp 

Fe, Black Spruce - Black Spruce-Tamarack 
Tamarack Forest Conifer Swamp 

Wli Tamarack Woodland Tamarack/Speckled Alder 
Conifer Swamp 

Fl: Tamarack Forest Tamarack/Speckled Alder 

FEC--OG 

W1F 

WrF 

WsSe 

Wr: Black Spruce -

Ledum Woodland 

Fr: Black Spruce -

Ledum Forest 

Ws: Black Spruce -

Leatherleaf 

Woodland 

Se: Black Spruce -

Tamarack Scrub 

Conifer Swamp 

Black Spruce/Labrador Tea 

Conifer Swamp 

Black Spruce/Feathermoss 

Conifer Swamp 

Black Spruce/Leatherleaf 

Treed Bog 

Black Spruce/Speckled 

Alder Conifer Swamp 

Black Spruce/Speckled 

Alder Conifer Swamp 

0G11+0G12 

OG11+OG13 

0G12+0G13 

0G12 

0G11 

OG11 

OG14 

0G12+0G13 

0G13 

RESULTS 

First Analysis 

and decceasing an autocorrelation Urn, of £ £J & 
tabular form on the ba decreas suggested that some types could be 
correlation. Interpretation of the table gg qualities of the LANDSAT 

reorganized or combined to S^iflXSK The trend of LANDSAT cover 
tures without JiS^J^jS^SS^IoS^ ^-i-tness towards 
type revision was to moaity « n . d corisideration of the 

£^lSS£SS!Ss" 
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Table 2. Mean LANDSAT reflectance 

Mapping types 
^ 

BROADLEAF SCRUB 

Su May 1978 

August 1976 

Sd May 1978 

August 1976 

Sb Hay 1978 

August 1976 

Sp May 1978 

August 1976 

CONIFER SCRUB 

SI May 1978 

August 1976 

PARKLANDS 

PI May 1978 

August 1976 

Pxc May 1978 

August 1976 

31.6 

32.5 

30.5 

32.0 

31.7 

34.3 

31.7 

33.9 

30.9 

32.7 

31.6 

33.8 

32.3 

34.1 

CONIFER WOODLANDS AND FORESTS 

WsSe May 1978 

August 1976 

WrF May 1978 

August 1976 

May 1978 

August 1976 

Wx May 19 78 

August 1976 

W1F May 19 78 

August 1976 

31.2 

33.6 

28.4 

31.9 

28.9 

31.8 

29.2 

32.2 

29.3 

32.1 

values for ELS mapping types. 

Band 5 ,,.,., , , ,, 

32.9 

29.2 

66.7 

94.4 

71.5 

86.3 

69.3 

93.4 

69.4 

98.3 

74.5 

86.6 

72.4 

95.1 
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u. , ,,,s RAO scale plastic transparencies of the classified 
At this stage l'".«0 scale p ^ ̂  m1 ^^ c 

training ^eas were ge ̂ ^ ̂ft they could be registered to the mapped 
sites of the LANDSAT data so hat * demonstrated that the visual 
stereo aerial photograpns._ hub & derailed scale, produced highly 

estimation technique, particularly *J "** had ^ been correctly trans-
variable results. Some of the training areas haa analysis 
ferred to the computer display terminal. Because of thi ^^^ ^ 

was done in which the improved ^er-type training^ ^^ ̂̂  fche plgs_ 

■2nd' columns of 'Mapping Type , laDie ' . then used for the 
tic LANDSAT transparencies and these transparencies 

second and final computer training exercise. 

Second Analysis 

For the second analysis, training areas were transferred^ro^the 

LANDSAT transparencies to th. «**«»/ «'£g ^ ^ "0 ' the LANDSAT training, 
touardS circul.^r.um.nt ur.ng ^'^ the .egetatten re-

The ■"■■''"■'.. j- ,._^ ^ncciiiie to adiust the 

that corresponded to mapping-type signatures 

5SS mary indicates that the retraining reduced the «or les, confusion 
o£ the first-analysis cassica ion ypes^ In th J ̂ (VcF_WeF), 

rdPPfromfl« SLSili S ̂ l-^).SPkefrelative reduction of confusion by 
T iifit improvement 

froml« SLSili S ̂ l-^).kere reduction of confusion by 
or more can be considered a significant improvement. 

, .!..„ a close coincidence between the confusion and 
There was not a ways a close co confusion covered auto-

autocorrelation analyses (TabU 2). 1 neof the better improvements of 
correlation changes from 0 2 to 3. . reduction in autocorrelation 

frUedTdLai:tr:": ̂ t^ confusion or autocorrelation is ronrozTtthL: 
more discriminative cannot be judged. 
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Table 3. Comparison or the first and second analyses by means of percent con 
fusion and autocorrelation. Comparisons are among all possible 
combinations of pairs of the U mapping types Dn £ basif ^ 
pixels included within training areas for all types. 

No. of 

pixels 

Mapping 

type 

1st 2nd 1st 2nd 

Paired comparison 

with highest 

confusion (%, 

1st 

Autocorrelation for 

same pair of types 

(0.0 = identical) 

I. The 13 most-confused pairs. Types are ordered according to decreasing 
percent confusion after the first analysis. g 

0.2 

0.6 

0.2 

0.9 

0.7 

1.4 

1.1 

1.0 

1. 7 

1.8 

1.4 

0.9 

1.8 

0.4 

1.4 

1.4 

1.5 

1.1 

1.0 

1.3 

1.6 

5.0 

1.2 

1.2 

0.8 

3.A 

II. The 16 most similar pairs, 

values of autocorrelation 
analysis. 

Types are ordered according to increasing 
(increasing differences) after the first 
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Extrapolation of Landsat Vegetation Types 

The final classification was extrapolated over the entire study area 

? iUS Lta to aid in registration of th. 

overlay. 

accuracy of areas more than four pixels in size was 

'not acceptable' 

Ecological Land Survey Vegetation Mapping Types 

are listed in Table A, a 

ous signals. 

ThP rvoes with the highest percentages of accuracy of all training 
■ i. (79 9Zanl 78 kZ respectively) were Shrubby Cinquefoil (Potent,lla 

pixels (79.92 and 78 « P Spruce.Leatherleaf (Chainaedaphne caly-

iiiBiiias 
There was little confusion between WsSe and other types. 

fiiiiii thicket tZ of the OWC, and ,ight be better included in an 
Scrub type. 
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TO: SS 
r 

^ 
types "•■ wif ind •*>■ ^Vz 

of confusion with other types are 

levels of confusion with other types (Table 
t 

types are confused mostly with other Scrub 1 

Eit£vE?F -
Ontario Wetland Classification 

and with Tamarack Treed Fens "in which 

Speckled Alder Thicket SwLp («d). 



Table 

IJ e We'e u7ed and clLsified by comparison with the means of the 
signals for each of the 14 mapping types. __^__ 

Types with which each mapping type was 

most often confused (2 confusion) 
classification (2) 

Sp (na) 

UsSe (ac) 

PI (a) 

Sd (na) 

Pxc (na) 

WeF (ac) 

We (ac) 

W1F (ac) 

Sb 

Su 

(ac) 

(a) 

WrF (a) 

SI (na) 

Sv (na) 

79.9 

78.4 

67.3 

65.1 

61.6 

56.2 

54.0 

52.3 

51.9 

49.7 

49.6 

49.3 

30.8 

26.7 

Su (9.62) 

Wx (5.91) WeF (3.82) 

Sv (9.22) Pxc (7.12) SI (6.12) 

Su (7.1Z) Sp (6.32) W1F (5.9?) 

PI (12.4) SI (6.22) Sv (6.22) 

Sb (5.62) 

Wx (20.82) WrF (12.12) W1F (4.62) 

WeF (22.12) WrF (8.02) 

WeF (7.32) WeF (6.42) WsSe (5.5?) 

Si (14.12) Sv (9.62) Pxc (5.2?) 

Sd (13.22) Sp (12.62) W1F (10.82) 

WeF (212) W*F (10.12) PI (5.92) 

Sd (10.42) PI (10.42) Sv (6.72) 

PI (23.92) Pxc (15.42) SI (8.92) 

WrF (11.2) WxF (10.62) Sv (9.42! 



Cedar Conifer Swamp <WcF) was correctly extranolat-Pd m* ™ 
others. Its mapping type should respond ,^7 ret ainin Z. ?"„*£ 
types not originally defined in the OWC ' miXed 

(wsi 

Forest Ecosystem Classification 

One 

a Sample from the Northern'cia C i n ( r Tt\^llll^ °VS 
study lies south of this area. However theFFr k K "^ the CUrrent 
fication for forest operational typesi ^? T' 
it is made relevant by being part 3 il ̂  

(Table 

the /" 
i« the FEC 

""chantable conifer 

this area is south of the Northern Illy 8«£LTLSM 
floristically and in terms of fores S 

with 

of 

be identifiable 
1983i footnotB 2, 

and 0G13 in the WeF mapping type 0811 is combined 

is 
wetiands-
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0G13 ALDER/HERB-RICH: The ^ g^jSJ 
of these are not reliably extrapo a«d, ^though "c^ ^ 

training, and by extrapolation PI can bl P and have t0 be aban-
able level of extrapolation. Sv is v con ^ ̂ ̂  ̂  ̂  

doned. 0G13 is combined with 0G11 and Ubi^ 

in WsSe. 

DISCUSSION 

and OWC classifications of f ̂ /^"'nltion. The ELS classification was 
LANDSAT compatibi ity for pea land recognitio .^ wetlands intoa 

used as the baseline m this study could be identified in 

Efi ssss.'crs. Xp Jb^-i:Lf^^SiJ^ -L-
S ^TSS^T^iSSS S - the clear 
distinction of the OGs from LANDSAT data. 

The ELS syste. has been desired -.ingseveral 

vironmental studies for a variety o use B"^;^ de£inition. It 
Anon. 1980, 1982b), -doe- Landscap5 planners, and others to 
also allows foresters wildlife ^lolog , higheSt value to their 
combine the more detailed types to ^°duce ^s * a system t0 

work. The OWC has similar ^-'^^^FE "systems require integration of 
incorporate upland sites. Both ™£ °;°hierarchlei. ELS progressively focuses 

non-vegetational d^\th™*f°fJh^ other site factors, and only encourages 
on the integration of vegeUt veeetation classifications where plant 
the development of extremely detailed ^at expiicit inclusion of 

community features are not •de^^Jy_if i"'^^ This allows the ELS vege-
so provides. 

potentially compatible system for LANDSAT training. 

5 77, K,or T M 1979 Botanical inventory of the Copeland 
3Bobbette, R.S.W. and Webber J-M^ 1979. Nat> Resour-, Huroma 
Forest Resources Management Area. Rep. tor 

District, Midhurst. 

Botanical Inventory, Vol. 1 

District, Midhurst. 
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As with normal air-photo interpretation, the use of more than one sea 
son of imagery aids not only the internal discrimination of peatland types 
but also the separation of peatlands from similar non-peatland types This 
results from the choice of seasons with contrasting reflectance features 
e.g., late spring and early winter. 

The four LANDSAT products investigated in this study were: 1. plastic 
transparent overlays of classified training areas and unclassified LANDSAT 

c'onILn f,T ' ^ ;utoco«elatlon cables i 3. training-area classification-
confusion tables; and 4. extrapolated peatland classification on plastic 
transparent overlays. F L1L 

The plastic overlay was a fundamental tool for LANDSAT trainine in 
this study. The overlays allowed for the accurate transfer of training areas 
to the LANDSAT display monitor in the training phase. The overlays were also 
used with the stereo air photos to build semi-controlled mosaics, which aided 
in the extrapolation and testing of cover types and location of field samples. 
Without the use of overlays, the LANDSAT operator may fall into circular argu 
ment or worse, produce spurious results because of the difficulty of ore 
cisely locating the vegetational features recognized from Pre-tyPed air photos 
or maps on the 'blocky' LANDSAT color composite portrayed on the videS dis-
£l£ ^ iJlty t0,regiSter a«u™tely « large scales greatly enhances re 

at smaller scales, where pixels are very small and blend together more. 

Once training sites are objectively and accurately identified on the 
computer display terminal, the autocorrelation and training-area classifica 
tion-confusion table, offer relatively quick and informative tests of the 
potential for the LANDSAT maximum-likelihood classifier to recognize desired 
types. One value of employing both tables is that although they show sienifi 
cant positive correlation, this is not absolute. For example, the retraining 
exercise demonstrated that increasing the similarity of two desired classifi? 
cation types could in fact result in decreased confusion between the training 

From this analysis, it is suggested that two types are no longer dis 
tinct when autocorrelation values are below 0.7 and when types have 20Z or 
more of their training areas confused with one another. Types with these 
values should be reviewed for possible grouping together or redefinition. 

It is important to view LANDSAT vegetation types in the context of the 
vegetation continua of which they form a part. Many types that are not well 
separated by LANDSAT are easily confused with closely related types. Further 
his close relationship is in terms of both physiognomy and the specific dom! 

inant vegetatxon. The confused types may be considered subsets of a more 
accurately extrapolated, more generalized vegetation type. 

The extrapolation accuracy of the classification will depend on the 

imaLS T "tr;bUtlOn.!! Vari°US ve§etation continua occurring in the LANDSAT 
image. Thus, types with a great deal of integrity within the context of the 
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training areas may in fact be so confused with spurious pixels and/or related 
nd \yPes that they become 'not acceptable" for extrapolation (cf. Table 

7) On the other hand, when wetland types are easily confused with closely 
related wetland types, it may be that their extrapolation !• acceptable for 

most purposes. 

The LANDSAT classifying algorithm is valuable because the user may 

adiust and add to desired classifications as additional data are obtained. 
Also more detailed types may be grouped (for management display or statis 
tical purposes) either before or after overall classification of the image has 

occurred, depending on the character of the signature file. 

Unless one is dealing with an extremely simplified landscape classi 

fication system, detailed ground-truthing and careful interpretation of 
proiect^appropriate aerial photography is essential, not only to classify 
vegetation properly in terms of existing categories, but also to discover any 
additional vegetation cover types not yet documented. This phase 1. critical 
to tne selection of training sites used in gathering statistics for both 

d and unsupervised classification (cf. Quenet 1980). LANDSAT image 

on the level of conventional 1,15,840-scale aerial photography cannot 
i d l of 1:50000 and smaller 

yTis on the level of conventional 1,15,840 pg 
be used without a great deal of caution, and scales of 1:50,000 and smaller 
are certainly more8 applicable. However, new higher-resolution MSS imagery 
from satellites or aircraft may well offer better opportunities for interpre 

tations at finer levels of detail. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1 The definition of peatlands by LANDSAT in northern Ontario is dependent 

mainly on the image features of the vegetational cover. 

2 Vegetation classification, as employed for LANDSAT analysis, must be flex-
' ible enough to allow for grouping or splitting of classification types in 
direct response to the LANDSAT signature characteristics that are gener-

ated. 

3 The Ecological Land Classification (ELS) vegetation system and the Ontario 
' Wetland Classification (0WC) system were equally interpretation terms of 
LANDSAT. However, the ELS system has an advantage in that it is specitic-
ally defined by coarse observation at higher hierarchical levels, with in 
creasing detail and more specific site features used to aid definition of 

lower levels. 

4 The definition of precise vegetation types, suitable for LANDSAT discrim 
ination, requires accurate air-photo location of sample sites and the 
stands they represent, which must be registered to the LANDSAT image to 

within a tolerance of less than half a pixel. 
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5. The definition of general vegetation types suitable for LANDSAT discrimin 
ation may be accomplished from less precise locations of sample sites 

within large stands of at least 20-30 pixels in size, located to within a 
tolerance of 1-2 pixels on the LANDSAT image. In some cases expert air 
photo analysis at a scale of 1:15,840 can be adequate for LANDSAT train 
ing, and field survey can be limited to careful description and census of 
the dominant reflective plant species. 

6. The integration of LANDSAT images from different seasons is readily accom 
plished and highly advantageous for peatland vegetation analysis. 

7. The maximum-likelihood algorithm is able to differentiate complex inter-
grading peatland vegetation to a useful degree. 

8. Each LANDSAT analysis can be viewed as a step, so that further research 
can be integrated with management and planning programs to identify those 
mapping types most compatible with the LANDSAT algorithm, and progressive 

ly improve their definition and extrapolation across the LANDSAT scene. 

9. It is important that each LANDSAT research program provide precise air 
photo-based documentation of sample-site locations and air-photo-
registered LANDSAT overlays with training areas mapped and identified 
This will allow other researchers to integrate future work positively and 
to test former work. 

10. The number of hybrids or otherwise misleading and unrepresentative indi 
vidual paxels present in many LANDSAT scenes suggests that, at scales of 
1:15,840, the minimum size for training areas should be no less than four 
pixels. 

11. The most useful general application of LANDSAT classification and extra 
polation is at scales of 1:50,000 and above, with nine pixels being the 
most practical minimum size of training area. 
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